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6600 ORIENTATIONS COURSES 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 

The following orientations will be offered for the 6600: 

December 19-21, 9-12 a.m., Room 193 Experimental Engineering 
6600 Operating System, (Only NAC staff will be permitted 
to operate the computer but the course will be open to 
the public.) 

December 19, 1-3:30 p.m., Room 193 Experimental Engineering 
Converting Current Fortran Programs to the 6600. 

December 20, 1-3:30 p.m., Room 193 Experimental Engineering 
Control Cards and Job Processing on the 6600. 

December 21, 1-3:30 p.m., Room 193 Experimental Engineering 
Software Systems for the CDC 6600. 

To sign up for any of the above orientations, please see or call 
the secretary in Room 230 Experimental Engineering, 373-4360. 

The Central States Simulation Council is sponsoring a two-
day meeting devoted to simulation of biological systems on analog, 
digital, and hybrid computers on January 17-18, 1967, at Mayo Clinic 
in Rochest~r, Minnesota. It is expected that 15-20 papers will be 
presented at sessions chaired by Br. Homer Warmer, Latter Day Saints 
Hospital, Salt Lake City, Prof. Vincent Rideout, University of 
Wisconsin, and Mr. John McLeod, consultant and editor of the 
Simulation journal. 

All persons interested in computer simulation of distributed 
systems, biome4ical applications of computers etc. are invited to 
attend the meeting whether they are members of Simulation Councils, Inc. 
or not. Detailed information can obtained from John K. Munson, 
2l7 Exp. Eng. after Dec. 15, 1966. 
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1604 CONSULTANT SCHEDULE 

The following is the conltant schedule for the Computer 
Room, 230-A EXP. Eng.. Consultants are available at other times 
by appointment only. 

Mon. 1:30-3:00 
Tues. 2:00-3:00 
Wed. 1:30-3:00 
Thurs. 12:00-1:30 
Fri. 1:30-8:00 

6600 CONSULTANT SCHEDULE 

Mike Frisch 
Steve Nordberg 
Jim Mundstock 
Richard Ftanta 
Phil Houle 

Daily in Room 219 Exp. Eng. from 12-3 p.m •• Other times by 
appoint~nt only. 

6600 Consulaants: 
Bill Franta 
Mike Frisch 
Phil Houle 
Lar-.y Liddiard 
Jim Mundstock 

(214 Bx., 4548) 
(212 Ex., 4548) 
(214 Ex.' 4548) 
(217 Ex., 5239) 
(212· r.x~ ' 4548) 

PURCHASE OF MAGENTIC TAPES 

High quality Scotch 777, 1/2", 800BPI Computer Tape is avail
able at the NAC's bargain contract price of $30.00 per tape by bringing 
a journal voucher to Mike Skow. These may be used on the 1604, 6600, 
or any other University application the buyer wishes and for which the 
tape is suitable. Small quantities are available immediately. Large 
amounts may take a week~ 

6600 STATISTICS LIBRARY USAGE 

NOTE: The statistics programs have been slighly renamed because of 
the maximum of 7 character names allowed by the 6600. For 
example, UMSTAT50 is now UMST500, UMSTAT51 is now UMST510, etc •• 
In listing the nvw programs available, the old name will follow 
in parentheses. After a reasonable amount of time, the 
statistics programs which are available on the 6600 UMST 
library will be removed from the 1604 UMSTAT library. 

The following UMSTAT programs are now available to 6600 users. 
Any changes in Control Cards or usage from the 1604 are indicated below. 
Otherwise they can be run as indicated in the UMSTAT Manual with the 
changes in System Control Cards as described in this newsletter. We 
would appreciate that any difficulties encountered in using these 
programs be brought to the attention of a 6600 consultant ~ediately. 
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(UMSTATSO) 
(UMSTAT51) 
(UMSTAT52) 
(UMSTAT61) - Problem Card parameters are 
as in the manual except that everything is 
moved 10 columns to the right. Columns 1-7 
must contain the word PROBLEM. Columns 8-10 
are left blank. 
(UMSTAT62) 

The following UMSTAT programs have been converted to 6600 Fortran 
but in some instances produce slight inaccuracies. They will be added to 
the 6600 UMST library as soon as these have been corrected. 

UMST530 

UMST550 
UMST560 
UMST570 
UMST600 

(UMSTAT53) - Missing data representation is 
different. See a consultant before using. 
No changes in Control Cards. 
(UMSTAT55) 
(UMSTAT56) 
(UMSTAT57) 
(UMSTAT60) 

System Control Cards for UMST 

I. A job card for UMST has the following format starting is column one: 

JOB,P,TIME,LENGTH.ACC 

JOB is a seven character (or less) name where the first character must be 
alphabetic. For easy identification of your deck, you may use your 
initials or your name up to 7 characters. 

f is an octal priority number 0 ~ P ~ 17. UMST users should use 7 unless 
instructed otherwise by a consultant. 

TIME is the time limit in octal seconds (1008 octal seconds • 1 minute) 
[Note: In the octal number system the digits 8 and 9 are not allowed.] 
Generally on the 6600, these programs will run in 1/15 the time 
necessary on the 1604. Be sure to use a reasonable time estimate as 
a gross overestimate may cut down your priority and an underestimate 
will cause your problem to be terminated before completion. 

LENGTH is the amount of storage needed for the job. Necessary field 
lengths will be posted by the input shelves in Room 230 Experimental 
Engineering. These will be changed occasionally as the programs are 
optimized. A field length too long may lower your run priority and 
a field length too short will not allow your job to be run at all. 

~ is the 8 digit account number assigned each user by the NAC. If a 
number representing other than an active account is used, or if the 
number is omitted altogether, the job will automatically be aborted. 

II. A call card for the desired UMST program has the following format starting 
in column one: 

UMSTXXX. where XXX is the appropriate number 
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The CALL of a UMST Program 

When a UMST program is called, it will execute consecutive problems 
until a FINISH card is encountered. The problems and the final finish 
card for the particular call form a single record. Before, on the 1604, 
each problem was directly preceded by the triple dot card, but on the 
6600 this is no longer necessary. Each individual UMST program will try 
to find a card with PROBLEM punched in it before starting to do a problem. 
If an error (i.e. too many variables, etc.) occurs, it automatically 
locates the next problem. 

It is necessary that only problems for a single UMST program be 
included in the same record. Previously, jobs could mix use of the programs, 
but this is not the case on the 6600 system. Therefore when one calls 
a specific UMST program, the input record for that call can have only 
problems for that specific program. 

In the next issue, we will describe how to call and run more than 
one UMST program per deck and how to mix 6600 Fortran programs with UMST 
program calls. 

Job Deck for UUST 

This section will describe and illustrate the simplest job deck ready for 
input to the 6600 UMST. A job deck consists of a file. A file is all cards 
between a job .£.!!.!! and a file separator. A file separator is a card with 
6,7,8,9 punched in the first column. Within the job deck are individual 
records which are separated by a record separator. A record separator is a 
card with 7,8,9 punched in the first column. The simplest job deck contains 
two records. The first record consists of the system control cards. The 
second record consists of all of the problems to be run on the called UMST 
program. This second record terminates with a FINISH card. 

EXAMPLE: 

John Q. Doe (whose account number is 73789999) has 2 problems to 
run on UMST 520, total time half a minute or less. 

(Program Cards 

(Job Card) 

(File Separator) 

(End of Job Card) 

PROBLEM etc. 

6 etc. 

JQD,7,50,70000.73789999 
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Internal Changes 

Within data records, very little is different from the 1604 system. 
As stated before, triple dot cards are unnecessary. A data record must 
consist of data for only one UMST program, however many problems may appear. 

All programs require the word PROBLEM. In programs not previously having 
this requirement, a change has been made. 

Missing data on input via A-fields are defined a little differently. 
Rather than any non-numerics defining an item as missing, now the item must 
be strictly non-numeric to be missing. Output formats are different to an 
almost insignificant degree. 

GENERAL 6600 LIBRARY PROGRAMS 

The following routines are on the 6600 system library. The calling 
sequences remain the same as their counterparts on the F-60 system library. 
All of these sub-programs have been tested and to our knowledge produce correct 
results. We would appreciate that any difficulties encountered in the use of 
them be reported immediately to one of the 6600 consultants. 

* See Consultant for changes in calling sequence 

AITKENF 
AMEAN 
MEANVAR 
MXEXTRM 
BESJ 
BETA I 
CBIN 
!BIN 
CDFN 
CELIPFE 
IELIPFE 
CINTEG 
CHSQ 
GAMMAF 
LINEINT 
MERGE2 
MERGE4 
SORTl 
SOR.T2 
ORTHON 
PLROOT2 
PLROOT3 
QR 
*RANlF 
ROMlF 
ROM2F 
ROOTl 
SIMPSON 
SYMINV 
TTEST 

Interpolation 
Mean of an array 
Mean and unbiased variance of an array 
Maximum, minimum values of an array 
Bessel function of the first kind 
Incomplete beta distribution 
Real (floating point) binomial coefficient generator 
Integer binomial coefficient generator 
Cumulative normal distribution function 
Complete elliptic integrals, first and second kinds 
Incomplete elliptic integrals, first and second kinds 
Complex line integral (type complex variables) 
Chi-square distribution 
Gamma and beta functions, factorial power 
Comples line integral 
Merge two sorted arrays 
Merge two sorted arrays carrying two arrays 
Numeric sort of array 
Numeric sort of array carrying corresponding elements of another 
Least squares or regression with arbitrary functions 
Double precision roots of PLROOTl and PLROOT3 
Complex roots of complex polynomial 
Eigenvalues of symmetric matrices 
Random number generator, rectangular distribution 
Integral from A to B of F(X)DX 
Integral from A to B of F(X)DX with error control 
Nonlinear root finder 
Simpsons rule integration for tabular data 
Symmetric matrix inverse, lin. equation and determinant solver 
T-Distribution 



, 
CVAL 
DVAL 
RVAL 

ERFN 
CDFNI 
CHSQI 
FVR 
FINV 
TINV 
*NRAN 
MXLNEQ 
MXCMBN 
MXMOV 
MXMPLY 
MXMPLYl 
MXTRP 
JACOB IN 
*RANDEV 
PLROOTl 
RK 
RKGHN 
XINT 
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The following are new routines on the 6600 system library. Unless 
otherwise noted, write-ups are available. 

Evaluate a complex polynomial at a complex point 
Evaluate a real polynomial at a real point with double precision 
Evaluate a real polynomial at a real point 

The following routines have been converted but are not currently on 
the 6600 system library. Any 6600 user needing these sub-programs may 
obtain program decks from a 6600 consultant. 

Error function 
Inverse of CDFN 
Inverse Chi-square distribution 
F-Distribution 
Inverse F-Distribution 
Inverse T-Distribution 
Random integer generator in partially specified closed interval 
Solve linear equations, determinant, and inverse 
Matrix A + OR - matrix B to C 
Move + OR - Matrix A to B 
Product of matrices A and B to C (C may be A) 
Product or matrices A and B to C (C may be B) 
Transpose A rectangular matrix 
Eigenvalue-Eigenvector or real symmetric matrix 
Random number generator, normal distribution 
Complex roots of real polynomial 
Differential equation solver with variable step and error control 
Differential equation solver 
Gaussian multiple integration 
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